IBM ENTRY PAVILLION

IBM continued presence on the site creates the need for a new private and secure entry space. Rather than add unnecessary square footage, the plan creates a new point of entry or 'pavillion' primarily by carving out the existing building. This cut out creates a courtyard for IBM employees and defines the new entry to the lobby. Exposed structure from the existing building creates a wire-frame silhouette through the void. Corten steel is a modern homage to the site’s manufacturing history while black metal panel and glass create a clean modern distinction.

Sketch Series of 'pavillion' designs for possible building entry points. Each labeled with a one word first reaction to the idea.

Process Drawings (top to Bottom)
- Full east facade with form and color.
- IBM entry pavillion form idea.
- IBM entry pavillion form refinement.
- Pattern + material study for IBM facade.
- Sketch of final design outcome.

Rendering of new IBM entry pavillion.